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ABSTRACT The successive cancellation list (SCL) decoding is used to achieve good error-correcting
performance for practical finite-length polar codes. However, the metric sorting that is repeatedly performed
in SCL decoding increases the overall decoding latency as the list size increases, making it difficult to apply
the SCL decoding to the applications with limited processing time. To reduce the latency of the metric
sorting, this paper proposes a new sorting method derived by analyzing path extension cases encountered in
SCL decoding. The proposed method can avoid unnecessary sorting operations by adaptively determining
the sorting size, and can be combined with other metric sorting methods. Simulation results show that the
proposed method significantly reduces the decoding latency for various list sizes and code rates without
degrading the error-correcting performance. The proposed method also becomes more effective as the code
rate or the list size increases. Combined with the state-of-the-art sorting method, the proposed method
reduces the average SCL decoding latency for a (1024, 512) polar code by 33.1% when the list size
is 8.

INDEX TERMS Polar codes, successive cancellation list decoding, metric sorting, large-small sorting, low
latency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes are the first class of error-correcting codes that
can probably achieve the channel capacity for any symmet-
ric binary-input discrete memoryless channel (B-DMC), and
also have efficient encoding and decoding algorithms [1].
Therefore, polar codes have been selected as one of the
channel coding methods for the 5G wireless communica-
tion system [2]. Successive cancellation (SC) decoding, the
first polar-code decoding algorithm, can achieve the channel
capacity when the code length goes to infinity. However, the
error-correcting performance of SC decoding is degraded for
practical polar codes of which length is finite. To overcome
the issue, the successive cancellation list (SCL) decoding
presented in [3] maintains the most probable L paths during
the decoding. For a non-frozen bit, the SCL decoding extends
L paths surviving in the previous decoding step to 2L path
candidates. Then, it sorts the extended 2L path candidates to
select L paths with the smallest metrics.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Dongxiao Yu.

Though the error performance of SCL decoding improves
as the list size increases, the 2L-to-L metric sorting increases
the overall decoding latency significantly [4] and may deteri-
orate the operating clock frequency [5]. In order to reduce
the decoding latency of SCL decoding, many studies have
been conducted. A multi-bit decoding scheme was proposed
in [7], [8] by extending [6], and another class of decoding
schemes was proposed in [10], [11] by extending the fast
simplified successive cancellation (fast-SSC) [9]. However,
these works were developed by reformulating the SC decod-
ing algorithm and did not consider the metric sorting latency.
In addition, tree pruning and list pruning methods were pro-
posed in [12] and [13] to reduce the computational complex-
ity of SCL decoding. On the other hand, many studies have
been conducted to reduce the latency of metric sorting in SCL
decoding, which will be briefly introduced in Section II-C.

In this paper, we propose a new sorting method called
large-small (LS) sorting to reduce the average latency of
metric sorting without sacrificing the error-correcting perfor-
mance noticeably. While the previous sorting methods focus
mainly on speeding up 2L-to-L metric sorting, the proposed
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FIGURE 1. Decoding tree representing SC and SCL (L = 2) decoding. Thick
solid lines correspond to the SC path, and thick dotted lines to the
SCL paths.

LS sorting adaptively replaces the 2L-to-L metric sortingwith
a number of small-sized sortings that can be conducted in
parallel. Simulation results show that the proposed method
reduces the average decoding latency of SCL decoding effec-
tively by reducing the metric sorting latency regardless of the
code rate and the list size, and becomes more effective as the
code rate or the list size increases. In addition, the proposed
method can be combined with other state-of-the-art sorting
methods to reduce the average latency further.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly introduce the SCL decoding, define the metric
sorting problem, and review the previous works to reduce the
latency of the metric sorting. Then the proposed large-small
(LS) sorting method is described in Section III. Section IV
presents simulation results and analyzes them in terms of
error performance and average latency. Finally, concluding
remarks are made in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND
Based on the channel polarization phenomenon, an (N , K )
polar code with code length N = 2n and rate R = K/N
divides N bit-channels into K reliable ones and N − K
unreliable ones. A message is transmitted through the
K reliable channels, and the bits corresponding to these chan-
nels are called information bits or non-frozen bits. The bits
corresponding to the remaining N − K unreliable channels
are called frozen bits and are usually set to zero. Throughout
this paper, the set of non-frozen bits is denoted as A.

A. SCL DECODING
Fig. 1 shows a tree representation of decoding paths appear-
ing in SC and SCL decoding. The SC decoding is serial
and keeps only one path that is the most reliable in each
decoding step. Due to its serial nature, if an error occurs in the
middle of the decoding process, the error propagates into the
subsequent decoding process, causing a decoding fail. On the
other hand, the SCL decoding maintains the most probable
L paths in every decoding step and finally outputs the most
reliable one among them. As shown in Fig. 1, when the SCL
decoding reaches a non-frozen bit, every parent candidate
is extended to a pair of child candidates corresponding to

bit 0 and bit 1. Then, it sorts the metrics of the extended
2L child candidates to select L paths with smallest metrics.
Although the error-correcting performance of SCL decoding
improves as the list size increases, the complexity of 2L-to-L
metric sorting increases drastically, which in turn increases
the overall decoding latency.

In order to improve the error performance of SCL decoding
further, the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code is widely
adopted as an outer code of the polar code. We will only con-
sider the CRC-aided SCL (CA-SCL) decoding [14], which
is also employed in the 5G communication standard [2].
When an r -bit CRC code is used for an (N , K ) polar code,
the set A is extended by adding r more non-frozen bits to
K information bits, so its cardinality |A| becomes K + r .

B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the implementation based on the log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) [15] that this paper focuses on, the path metrics
of 2L child candidates are calculated from the LLR values
of parent candidates. Only L candidates with the smallest
metrics are selected and maintained as parent candidates
in the next decoding step. Let m = [m0,m1, · · · ,m2L−1]
denote the metrics of 2L child candidates to be sorted,
n = [n0, n1, · · · , nL−1] indicates the metrics of L par-
ent candidates surviving in the previous decoding step, and
a = [a0, a1, · · · , aL−1] is the absolute LLR values that
represent the incremental reliability values to be considered
in computing the path metrics of child candidates. By the
hardware-friendly approximation in [15], m is calculated as
follows:

m2l = nl, for l = 0, 1, · · · ,L − 1 (1)

m2l+1 = nl + al, for l = 0, 1, · · · , L − 1 (2)

Based on (1) and (2),m has a property of (3).

m2l ≤ m2l+1 (3)

Moreover, if n is already sorted, m has another property
of (4).

m2l ≤ m2(l+1) (4)

In recent studies, these two properties are used to reduce the
sorting complexity such as the number of comparisons and
that of comparison stages [16]–[21].

C. EXISTING 2L-TO-L METRIC SORTING METHODS
In [5] and [15], a parallel radix-2L sorter [22] is used to
sort 2L admissible path candidates and select L ones with
smallest metrics. However, the radix-2L sorter lies on the
critical path that determines the maximum clock frequency
of the decoder when the list size is not small [16], and
eventually deteriorates the operating frequency. Thus, this
paper does not focus on it. To maintain a reasonable clock
frequency, various metric sorters have been presented that
perform the 2L-to-L metric sorting with employing multiple
comparison stages [4], [16]–[21]. However, their complexity
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FIGURE 2. Half-sorted pairwise metric sorting (HS-PMS) architecture [20]
for L = 8. A rectangular box represents a comparison stage and the
dotted line denotes a pruned comparison.

is still depending on the list size, which in turn increases the
overall decoding latency.

In [19] and [21], a different sorting approach was proposed
based on the pruned bitonic extractor (PBE), which divides
the conventional metric sorting into two steps: the first step
extracts L paths to survive and the second step sorts the
metrics of the surviving paths for the next pruning process.
The approach is effective in that the second step can be per-
formed in parallel with the next extension process. However,
the extension takes a few cycles, usually one cycle, in the
decoding process, while the second step takes multiple cycles
when the list size is not small. The number of additional clock
cycles taken for the second step is usually not negligible as
the list size increases. Fig. 2 shows an example of the half-
sorted pairwise metric sorting (HS-PMS) [20], one of the
state-of-the-art metric sorters. The HS-PMS method utilizes
the properties of path metrics actively to lower the sorting
latency, but a large number of comparison stages is still
required if the list size is not small, making it difficult for
the decoder to achieve high throughput. Since the HS-PMS is
one of the sorting methods associated with the lowest latency,
it is used as the baseline sorting method in evaluating the
proposed method.

In addition, a sorting method called double thresholding
strategy (DTS) has been presented in [23] to efficiently
approximate the conventional 2L-to-L metric sorting. The
DTS method applies two threshold values that are generated
in runtime: an acceptance threshold (AT) and a rejection
threshold (RT). The 2L path metrics are compared in par-
allel with these two threshold values to select L paths to
survive. Allowing a degradation of error-correcting perfor-
mance, the method is suitable when the list size is large.
Although the properties of path metrics expressed in (1)-(4)
are no longer valid for the DTS method, the proposed method
can use the DTS method to conduct the 2L-to-L metric
sorting.

FIGURE 3. Path extension of SCL decoding when L = 4. Surviving
candidates are denoted as black squares and pruned candidates as gray
squares. A large sorting is required in this situation.

FIGURE 4. All-keep case that can be replaced with a parallel small
sorting.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed large-small (LS) sorting method developed for
SCL decoding is described in this section. The objective is to
reduce the overall sorting latency by adaptively replacing the
2L-to-L metric sorting with 2-to-1 metric sortings that can
be performed in parallel. The 2L-to-L sorting and the 2-to-1
sorting are referred to as a large sorting and a small sorting,
respectively.

A. PATH EXTENSION CASES IN SCL DECODING
Fig. 3 shows the extension of four paths, causing a large
sorting. Each path surviving in the previous decoding step has
its own path metric. When the SCL decoding reaches a non-
frozen bit, it performs a large sorting to select 4 child candi-
dates with the smallest metrics among the extended 8 child
candidates. In the case, the path extensions are classified into
three cases. As shown in Fig. 3, a case that only one child
candidate survives is called a keep case, another case that two
child candidates survive is called a copy case, and the last case
that two child candidates are removed is called a prune case.
A large sorting is in general required because of the copy and
prune cases. As shown in Fig. 4, when all the paths are keep
cases, the large sorting of 2L child candidates is equivalent to
multiple small sortings each of which is conducted for a pair
of the child candidates extended from a parent path.

B. LARGE-SMALL SORTING METHOD FOR SCL DECODING
Performing a parallel small sorting is equivalent to perform-
ing only the first stage of a multi-staged sorting architecture.
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Algorithm 1 Large-Small Sorting for SCL Decoding
Input:

The metrics of L parent candidates: n
The L incremental reliability values for each parent candidate: a

Output:
The metrics of surviving L child candidates: n′

1: for l = 0, 1, · · · ,L − 1 do
2: m2l ← nl
3: m2l+1 ← nl + al
4: end for
5: if al > � for ∀l then
6: n′ ← parallel small sorting for m
7: else
8: n′ ← large sorting for m
9: end if

TABLE 1. Optimal threshold values for various code rates and
SNRs. L = 8 and N = 1024.

In other words, the small sorting plays a crucial role in reduc-
ing the overall sorting latency of SCL decoding. In addition,
the copy case requires to copy the path information of the
corresponding parent to its child, which further increases the
computational complexity as well as the latency [3], [15].
It is worth noting that the small sorting case does not need
the copy operation, being effective in reducing the overall
latency.

In a SCL decoding step corresponding to a non-frozen bit,
only L child candidates with the smallest metrics survive,
so that metric differences among the surviving L candidates
are assumed to be not large. Based on the assumption, if the
decoding reliability values of all the paths are relatively large,
then all the paths are assumed to be keep cases, which induces
a parallel small sorting. For example, in Fig. 4, when [n0,
n1, n2, n3] = [10, 13, 15, 18] and [a0, a1, a2, a3] = [13,
10, 9, 23] , the large sorting is equivalent to four-parallel
small sorting applied to two child candidates of every parent.
To decidewhether to apply a large sorting or not, we introduce
a threshold value � of decoding reliability. The proposed
sorting method is described in Algorithm 1, where only copy
cases are considered for the first log2 L non-frozen bits so as
to make L paths.

FIGURE 5. The effect of threshold values on the error-correcting
performance of a (1024, 512) polar code. L = 8.

TABLE 2. Average small-sorting ratio obtained for 1024-bit polar codes.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
All simulations have been performed with the binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation and the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. To demonstrate the
error-correcting performance of the proposed SCL decoder,
various 1024-bit polar codes with 16-bit CRC codes, adopted
in the 5G standard [2], have been simulated. Note that the
CRC code is not used for the SC decoder. The channel LLR
values are quantized with 4 integer bits and 1 fractional
bit, while the internal LLR values with 6 integer bits and
1 fractional bit. In addition, the path metrics are quantized
with 8 integer bits and 1 fractional bit.

Fig. 5 shows how the error-correcting performance varies
according to the threshold value. As shown in Algorithm 1,
the small sorting is conducted when the incremental decoding
reliability values of all the paths exceed the threshold value.
As shown in Fig. 5, the error-correcting performance of the
proposed SCL decoder improves according to the increase of
the threshold value, which is natural as the large sorting is
more likely applied in the case.

We can take a trade-off between the error-correcting
performance and the small-sorting ratio by changing the
threshold value, and the optimal threshold value would be
depending on the SNR, the code rate, and the list size.
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FIGURE 6. Error-correcting performance for code rates of (a) 1/3, (b) 1/2, (c) 2/3, and (d) 5/6.

Let 1024-bit polar codes with various code rates be decoded
by the proposed SCL decoder with a list size of 8. In that
case, the optimal threshold values obtained from intensive
simulations are shown in Table 1.

As hardware design prefers a fixed threshold value appli-
cable for all SNRs and code rates, the proposed SCL decoder
has been simulated with fixed threshold values of 8.0, 9.5,
9.5, and 10.5 for L = 2, 4, 8, and 16, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows the error-correcting performances achieved
for various code rates and list sizes, where we can see that the

error-correcting performance of the proposed SCL decoder
is not degraded at all for all the list sizes and code rates
simulated.

The small-sorting ratio, which is the number of small
sortings over the total number of sortings, is shown in Fig. 7,
and the average small-sorting ratio is numerically summa-
rized in Table 2, which clearly indicate that the small sorting
occurs quite frequently for diverse configurations. Moreover,
the small-sorting ratio increases as the code rate increases,
which means that the proposed method becomes more
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FIGURE 7. Small-sorting ratio for code rates of (a) 1/3, (b) 1/2, (c) 2/3, and (d) 5/6.

effective according to the increase of the code rate. Although
the small-sorting ratio decreases gradually as the list size
increases, it is still significant. In addition, the sorting com-
plexity increases as the list size increases, so the proposed
method is also effective for polar decoders with large lists.
For a (1024, 512) polar code, the proposed SCL decoder with
a list size of 8 reduces the overall sorting latency significantly
by replacing 76% of the large sortings with the parallel small
sortings.

The average sorting latency and the overall decoding
latency of the proposed SCL decoder are comparedwith those
of the conventional SCL decoder in Table 3. As mentioned in
Section II-C, the HS-PMS [20] is used for the large sorting.
To emphasize the contribution of this work, we consider a
full-parallel SC decoder [1]. The maximum operating fre-
quency of the decoder is determined by considering the logic

delays of the representative operations needed in SC decod-
ing: f and g operations [15], path-metric update, a comparison
stage in metric sorting, and the copy of path information.
Most of the previous works have assumed that the f and g
operations and the metric sorting operation take one clock
cycle. The f operation chooses the minimum value from two
inputs, which can be achieved by performing subtraction,
and the g operation performs either addition or subtraction
depending on the bit value determined previously. The metric
sorting consists of a number of comparison stages, each of
which conducts subtraction to realize the comparison. If the
cycle time is mainly determined by the delay of either f or g
operation, the metric sorting must take as many cycles as the
number of comparison stages. Based on the analysis above,
a comparison stage is assumed to take one cycle in the metric
sorting architecture. In the conventional SCL decoder, the
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TABLE 3. Average SCL decoding latency with and without LS Sorting. The latency is measured in the number of cycles.

TABLE 4. Average SCL decoding latency obtained with two different baseline sorting methods.

total number of clock cycles taken for metric sorting can be
expressed as ω× |A| , where ω is the number of comparison
stages that depends on the list size. It is assumed that the
L path metric values calculated at the frozen bit located in
front of each non-frozen bit are already sorted. Since a small
sorting takes only one clock cycle, the average number of
clock cycles taken for the entire metric sortings is reduced
to (1− η)×ω× |A| + η× |A| in the proposed SCL decoder,
where η is the small-sorting ratio in Table 2.

If the list size is 2, only one clock cycle is taken for the
large sorting, as one comparison stage is sufficient for the
sorting. In the case, the proposed decoder has no advantage
in sorting, but can reduce the overall processing time by
omitting the copy of path information. As the list size or the
code rate increases, the latency of metric sorting increases
and dominates the overall decoding latency. The proposed
SCL decoder reduces the overall decoding latency by reduc-
ing the average latency of metric sorting significantly. Table
3 shows the detailed processing latencies taken for critical
operations, which are measured with varying the code rate
and the list size. To apply the proposed sorting method,
additional operations are required to compare the incremental

reliability values and the threshold value. As the operations
can be performed in parallel with the path-metric update
operation, it does not affect the overall decoding latency.
In Table 3, it is clear that the proposed sorting method
plays a more significant role as the list size increases, and
becomes more effective as the code rate increases. If the
proposed SCL decoder with a list size of 8 is used to decode a
(1024, 512) polar code, for example, it reduces the sorting
latency by 63.3% and improves the overall decoding through-
put by 1.49 times, compared to the conventional SCL decoder.

The decoding latencies of the proposed SCL decoder are
measured once more by changing the baseline large-sorting
architecture to the EPBEmethod [21], which are summarized
in Table 4. Among PBE-based sorting methods, the EPBE
is the most effective one in lowering the latency. If the sec-
ond step of PBE sorting is not hidden by the next expan-
sion process, the number of additional cycles taken for the
second step is considered in calculating the overall latency.
As indicated in Table 4, the latency resulting from the EPBE
is similar to that obtained from the HS-PMS when the list
size is small, but it becomes much longer as the list size
increases.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a new sorting method called
LS sorting to reduce the SCL decoding latency of polar codes.
The proposedmethod is to adaptively replace the large sorting
with a parallel small sorting, which is derived by analyzing
path extension cases. To determine which sorting method is
applied, a threshold value is introduced; the incremental relia-
bility values of all L paths are greater than the threshold value,
the small sorting is used to reduce the overall latency without
degrading the error-correcting performance noticeably. The
simulations performed for various list sizes and code rates
have shown that the proposed method can reduce the metric
sorting latency with almost no loss of error-correcting per-
formance regardless of the list size and code rate. Further-
more, the proposed method reduces the copy of intermediate
path information, which is usually conducted after the metric
sorting is completed. In our experiments, the SCL decoding
latency of a (1024, 512) polar code is reduced by 33.1% on the
average when the list size is 8. The proposedmethod becomes
more significant as the code rate or list size increases.

The proposed method is to reduce the SCL decoding
latency by replacing the complex 2L-to-L metric sorting with
simple 2-to-1 sorting when a certain condition is met. Though
the proposed method is applied to the leaf node of the SCL
decoding tree, it can be applied to the internal node of the
decoding tree, as was done in the simplified SCL (SSCL)
decoding scheme [10], [11]. As the LLR values at the leaf
nodes and those at the internal nodes may be different in
their ranges, the threshold value to be compared should be
determined by performing intensive simulations.
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